
Instructions to register and login for the IIPS International Seminar 

2021 

 

Please read the instruction before proceeding to Register. 

 

Click on the Register Now  
 

Fill the online form to register for the Seminar:  

all the fields with a “*” is mandatory 

 

Email (username) of the presenting author*: Used for future login; Provide 

the email of the presenting author 

 

Mobile Number of the presenting author*: Provide the mobile number of 

the presenting author 

 

Password*: provide appropriate password of your convenience for login 

 

Confirm password*: retype the password that is provided by the presenter  

 

Detailed Personal Information of the presenting Author 

 

First Name*: provide First Name of the presenting author 

 

Middle Name (optional): Provide the Middle Name of the presenting author, 

this is optional. 

 

Last Name*: Provide the Last Name of the presenting author 

 

Date of birth* 

Select the date of birth of the presenting author from the calendar  

 

Gender* 

Select the appropriate button give, for the gender  

 

Nationality*: Select the appropriate nationality from the drop-down menu, 

that has option of Indian or Other 

 

Mailing Address (is optional) 

The field is optional for providing the mailing address of the presenting 

author. 

 



 

1. Institutional Affiliation 

 

Institution Affiliation* 

Write the current Institution/organization of the Presenting author.  

 

Designation/Student* 

Write the current Designation of the Presenting author. If the presenter is a 

student, then write as a Student. 

 

Are you retired? 

From the given button from Yes and No the presenting author can select from 

the given button if he/she retired or not. 

 

Are you student? 

The presenter may select in case if the presenting author is student  

  

Education 

Highest Educational Qualification Obtained 

Choose from the top down menu for the highest educational qualification of 

the presenting author. The options given are Graduate, obtained the options 

given are Graduate, Post-Graduate, M.Phil, PhD. 

 

Discipline 

Select the discipline in which the presenting author has completed highest 

educational qualification 

 

University 

Write the name of the University from where the presenter has completed 

educational qualification 

 

Year 

Write the year in which the presenter has obtained the highest educational 

qualification.  

 

CAPTCHA 

What code is in the image? * 

Enter the code given as image  

 

Click on the “Submit” button 

Click the Submit button for completing the registration 



After Submitting the registration form you will be directed to the 

Logging Page 

Username* 

Provide the Email id used for registration in space given. 

 

Password* 

Provide the password that the presenting author has used during the 

registration  

  

CAPTCHA 

What Code is the image? * 

Enter the code given in the right side of the box provided 

 

Log in 

Click “Login” button  

 

This would direct the presenting author to the Abstract Submission 

page 

 

Instructions for Submitting Abstract/extended abstract/Full Papers 

 

All the field with “*” marked is a mandatory field 

 

Title * 

Write the title of the abstract or the paper the presenting author wants to 

submit. 

 

Name of the Presenting Author* 

Write the Full Name of the Presenting Author 

 

Email of the Presenting Authors* 

Write the email id of the presenting Author this would be used for future 

communication 

 

Gender* 

Select the Gender of the presenting author from the given top down menu. 

 

Mobile Number of the Presenting Author* 

Write the presenting authors mobile number this would be used for any 

communication  

 

 



Address & Pincode of the Presenting Author 

Provide the full address and pincode of the presenting Author. This would be 

considered for the issuing the certificate.  

 

Co-Author Information (optional) 

In case there are co-authors provide the name of the co-authors and the email 

ID of the Co-author.  

In case there are more than one co-author click on the add another item to 

provide names and email ID of other co-authors. 

 

Abstract Content (not more than 300 word, should include: Introduction, 

Objective, Methodology, critical findings & Conclusion) * 

The presenting author can write or paste the abstract of not more than 300 

words in the space provided. The abstract should not contain the name of the 

author/s, designation and affiliation to any institutions.  

 

Abstract Theme* 

Select the themes from the drop down menu in which the presenting author 

wants to submit the abstract: The themes given are Utilization of Health care 

and pandemic, Morbidity and Mortality during pandemic and non-pandemic 

period, Migration, remittances and pandemic, Social Policies, role of media 

and Pandemic, Marriage, Fertility, Family Planning and Abortion services, 

Gender Issues and Pandemic, Spatial pattern and pandemic, Data collection 

during pandemic : challenges and opportunities, Any theme, other than the 

above 

 

In case of been selected for oral presentation, do you want to be 

considered for the flash presentation? *  

An option is provided for the presenting author to be selected for flash 

presentation in case the abstract is not selected for the oral presentation. 

Click on the one of the options from Yes or No.  

 

Do you require financial support to attend the seminar? (Not applicable for 

virtual meet) 

This is not applicable to any of the participants as the seminar is held in the 

virtual platform. 

 

Extended Abstract/Full Paper 

Option is also provided to upload an extended abstract or a full paper 

The presenting author may ‘Choose File’ option to upload his/her extended 

abstract or a full paper in ‘pdf’ and the file should not exceed the limit of 2 

MB. 



 

Extended Abstract (optional, not more than 1500 words)  

This may contain detailed write up on Introduction, Objective, Methodology, 

critical findings & Conclusion and tables of not more than 1500 words.  

 

Full Paper (Optional, not more than 3000 words) 

The full paper should not exceed a maximum of 3000 words and should 

include: introduction; methods; results; discussion; references; tables; figures. 

Use ‘Times New Roman’ font with a size of ‘12’. 

 

References must be alphabetically (Harvard style). List all authors when there 

are six or fewer authors; when there are seven or more, list the first three, then 

'et al'. Sample references are as follows: 
 

1.  Standard journal article: McIsaac SJ, Wilkinson RG. Income distribution and 

cause- specific mortality. Eur J Public Health 1997;7:45-53. 

2.  Book reference: Colson JH, Armour WJ. Sports injuries and their treatment. 2nd 

reved. London: S Paul, 1986. 

3.  Chapter in a book: Weinstein L, Swartz MN. Pathologic properties of invading 

microorganisms. In: Sodeman WA Jr, Sodeman WA, editors. Pathologic 

physiology mechanisms of disease. Philadelphia: Saunders, 1974:457-72. 

 
**************************** 

 


